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COMPARATIVE DRAG MEASUREMENTS AT TRAMIONIC SPEEDS OF RECTANGULAR
SWEPTBACK NACA 65-009 AIRFOILS MOUNTED ON A FREELY FALLING BODY

BY CHARLES W. MATHEWS and JIM ROGERSTEOMPSON

SUMMARY

L3irect[y comparable drag measurements hare been-made of an
a ig%oilm“th a conventional rectangular plan. form and an- airfoil
with a. sweptback p[a n form mou nted on freely falling bodies.
Both airj%ik had AL4C4 65-009 aectiuna and were identical in
epan, frontal area, and chord perpendicular to the leading edge.
The sweptback plan form incorporated a sweepbach- angle of
@=. The data obta.in-edhare been used to establish the relation
between the airfoil drag coejicients and the free-stream Mach
number ocer a range of Mach. numbers from 0.90 to 1.27.

The results of these measurements indicate that the drag of the
s creptback plan form is lese than 0.$7tfiat of the rectangular plan
form at a Mach number of 1.00 and is less than O.~ that at a
Mach number of 1..20.

INTRODUCTION

Recent. interest in aerodynamic shapes ancl configurations
which wiIl afford minimmn drag at transonic velocities has
led to the present. series of tests in which the variation of drag
coefficient with Mach number is cleterminecl cluring the free
fail of a test body from high cdtitude. The fist series of
tests on freely falling bodies was reported in reference 1.
The present report presents results of two free-fzdl tests con-
ducted in June 1M5 as an initial e.sperimental check on the
low-drag characteristics of swept wings at transonic speecls
as suggested by Jones in reference 2. The clata obt ainecl
from these tests pro=ridea direct. comparison of the drag of an
airfoil having a rect anguIar plan form with that of a similar
airfoil haying a sweepback angIe of 45°.

The results of this irmestigat ion are presented as cwres
showing the variation of drag coefficient- with Mach number.

APPARATUSAND METHOD

Test airfoik and bodies.-The general arrangements of
the two test bodies are shown iti the photographs (fig. 1) ancI
the detaik and dimensions are shown in the line drawing
(fig. 2). Both the airfoil tith the conventional rectangular
plan form and the airfoil with the sweptbcick plan form had
equal front al areas and spans and incorporated >’~Cil
65-009 sections of equal chord perpendicular to the leading
edge. This airfoil section was selectecl as representative of
those now being considered for use on high-speed aircraft.

The Lodies on which the test airfoils were mounted were
made cylindrical,both for easeof fabrication and for reducing
interference effects of the body on the airfoil drag. They

AND _

were fitted with a pointed nose, simiIar to that of the bod;es
of reference 1, and with a small fairing at the tail in order
to reduce the body drag at high speecls. The boclies -were
ballasted by adcLition of lead in the nose to a total weight of
approximately 1,300 pounds in order to attain the desired
velocity and to insure a stable contlgurat ion.

The test airfoils, which were mounted near the rear
of the cylindrical part of the body, entered the body through
rectangular slots 9X inches long and 1 inch wide. They were
staggered so that each pair of airfoils could be mounted on
separate balances which measured the reaction between
each pair of airfoils and the body. Thk system has the
aclditional ach~antage of reducing interference effects of the
rear airfoil on the front airfoil.
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(a) Recmngularplan form.

(b) Sweptbsdi piossform.

FIGUREl.—OenemlvfewsofMoil test kifes.
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~easurements,—The force exertecl by each pair of air-
foils on the body, as measured by a spring balarke, and the
total ret rtrcktion of body and airfoils, as measured by a
sensitive accelerometer alined with the longitudinal axis
of the body, were recorded at two separate ground stations
during the fall of the test body by means of the NA(X
radio-telemetering system. A time history of the position
of the body in space was recorded during the fall by use
of radar and phototheodolite equipment. The drag force
D. acting on euch pair of airfoils was obtained from the
relation

D= R+- Wfi,
where
R measured reaction between airfoils and body, pounds
Ii”T! weight of airfoils, pouncls
(1~ reading of. accelerometer, g

A survey of the atmospheric conditions applying~o each
test was obtained from syncluonized observations of static
pressure, tempcmture, and actual altitude during the descent
of the uirplanc after each test.

Reduction of data,—The velocity of the Ixxly during frw
fall was obta.inecl both by difi’crcntialion of tllc flight pa[l]
as recorckl by the radar and p]MLuthcwdo~l@cquipmcmLan(l
by integration of the.vwtor sum of the gmvitntiomil m-cclcra-
tion and the directed ret wdation measured by the wxdm-
ometxw. The directly measured vahws of airfoil drag I.), the
static pressure p, thv ternplhrature T, and Lhe airfoil froniaI
area F were combinod with the velocity T’ to oblai]k 3 fach
number M ancl the nondimensional parameter I../I/’p. In k!
t.ransonic speed range, where the drag is dcttwnincd prima-
rily by Mach nu.mbcr rather thtm airspeed, wrws showing
the variation of D/F~ with Mach nurnbrr provido the nlos~
convenient why of specifying tho (hag as a funci ioli of size,
altitude, and 3kch Immbcr. ValuM of convent iontd drag
coefficient based on the fronhd area of tlw tiirfoil wrc then
obtained from simultaneous values of these pam mckrs by
use of the relation

CD,=W
$~~~2
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where. the ratio of specific heats 7 was taken as 1.4. The
conwmtional-airfoiI drag coefficient CD based on plan area
was obtained by mukiplying the values of CD=by the ratio
of the frontal area to plan area. The areas used did not
inclucle area within the body.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Time histories of the important quantities obtainecl
throughout. each drop are given in figures 3 and 4.

.4 check on the over-aII accuracy of the -relocity and total
drag-force measurements is provided by a comparison of the
velocity determinecl by differential ion of the ffight-pat h data
with the velocity obtained from step-by-step integration of
the resultant accelerations obtaiuecl from the accelerometer.
It will be noted that the two velocit.y cur~es on each time
history agree within 5 to 10 miles per hour. .%cliscrepancy
of this magnitude corresponds to a mean error of 0.005g to
O.Olg in the measured acceleration. This mean error is
within the expectecl lim”ts of accuracy of the accelerometer.
The -relocity curve representing the differentiation of the
flight-path data was used in computing the Mach number.
The accelerometer data were used as a guicle in fa.iring this
curve over the final 3 seconds of the drop. For these 3 sec-
onds, the radar and phototheodofite data became Iess accu-
rate because ground haze obscured the test body on the
phototheodolite correction photographs and ground signaIs
interfered with the radar-range signal.

The resuhs of the airfoil-drag tests for both the conven-
tional rectangular plan form cmcl the svreptback plan form
are summarized in figure 5 by curves showing the -rariation
with Jfach number of D/Fp ratios and clrag coefficients
based on both frontal and plan areas. Separate cur-res are
present ed for the front. and rear airfoils of each type.

The small differences between the drag vahws for the front
and rear airfoils may be caused by interference effects
between the airfoils or between the body and airfoils. Be-
rause of these effects the data for the front airfoiI should be
the more reliable.

The maximum possible inaccuracies in the drag parameters
decrease with increasing llach number because of the in-
crease in static pressure and airspeed throughout the fa~.
The maximum possible inaccuracy in D/Fp decreases from
+0.020 at a Mach number of 0.9 to +0.009 at a Mach num-
ber of 1.2. Corresponding uncertaint.it% for CDare &o.0033
at a Mach number of 0.9 and +0.0015 at a Mach number of
1.2. The error in J1ach number is 1sss than +0.01.

From the curves for D/Fp of figure 5, it may be seen that,

for the conventional rectangular plan form, the dragper square
foot of frontal area increased abruptly from 0.05 of atmos-
pheric pressure at a Mach number of 0.90 to 0.35 at a Mach
number of 0.9s and then increased at a much slower rate to
approximateely 0.63 of atmospheric pressure at a Mach num-
ber of 1.2o. %.nilarly, figure 5 shows that the drag per unit.
frontal area for the sweptback plan form iricreased abnmt
linearly from O.0~of atmospheric pressure at a Mach number
of 0.9 to 0.29 at a Mach number of L2i. The drag
per square foot of frontal area for the swept back plan
form is less than 0.3 that for the conventional rectangular
phm form at a Mach number of 1.0 a.nclis Iess than O.+1that
at a Yach number of 1.2. ~ theoretical explanation of the
low-drag characteristics of the sweptback plan form appears
in reference 2.

h independent ~eriiication of the lower drag of the -_
sweptback plan form is provided by the clifference in the
total clrag of the two test bodies. M a Mach number of 1.2
the clirectly measured airfoil clrags indicate a cliierence in
D/Fp between the rectangular and sweptback airfoils of
about 0.40. (See fig. 4.) This difference in D/FP, when ___
independently computed from the tot al drag measurements,
was indicated to be about 0.5A. Inasmuch as the dis-
crepancy between these wlues is about twice as Iarge as the
sum of the uncertainties of the individwd drag mewmre-
ments, at. least a part. of the discrepancy must restit from
dithrences in the interference effect of the two airfoil plan
forms on the bocl~ drag. The body clrag for the model with
the rectangular plan form was evidently greater than that
with the sweptbaclc plan form. The reason for the sudden
drag rise etident in the curves of figure 5 for the front airfoil ‘“
of the con-rentiomd rectangular pIan form at a Mach number
of 1.07 is not apparent. Future tests are expected to clarify
this phenomenon.

It may be noted from figure 3 that. the total drag of the
body equipped with the rectangular airfoil showed a short-
period oscillation of smaU amplitude. The first evidence
of this oscillation appeared at a Mach number of 0.9S with
a negligible ampfitude and a frequency of 2 cycles per
second. The oscillation became appreciable and reguIar at
M= 1.05 and increased slowly to an amplitude of +20
pounds and to a frequency of 3 cycles per second a~ the im-
pact Mach number of 1.20. It appears likely that. this small
oscillation of the total drag resulted from a slight yawing
and a rot at ion of the body during the descent. The body was
observed to rotate but. did not. appear to yaw visibly during
the fall. The body with the sweptback airfoil neither yawed
nor rotated during the fall, acccmling to reports of obserwrs.
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FJW.ME3,-’~ime hfetcryoffreefalIof1,395-poundtest bodyequfppcdwith airfoilsofeonventiormlreetangnfsrplan form(NACA65-(IMsection).
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CONCLUDINGREMARKS

Directly comparable drag measurements ha~e been made
of an airfoil with a cormerdional rectangular plan form and
an airfoil with a s-weptback plan form mounted on a freely
falling body. These measurements indicate that the drag of
the sweptbacli plan form is less than 0.3 that of the rectangu-
lar p~an form at a Xlach number of 1.00 and is less than 0.4
that at. a ~lach number of 1.20.

For the conventional rectangdar plan form, the drag per
square foot of frontal area increased abruptly from 0.05 of
atmospheric pressure at. a l~ach number of 0.90 to 0.35 at a
ldach number of 0.98 and then increased at a much slower
rate to approxhnatdy 0.63 at- a 31ach number of 1.20.

The drag per square foot of frontal area for the airfoils
with sweptback plan form increased almost linearly from 0.04
of atmospheric pressure at, a llach number of 0.90 to 0.29 at
a llarh number of 1.2T.

The appreciable magnitude of the drag reduction effected
by the svreptback pkm form indicates that continued re-
search is desirab~e to improve further the aerodynamic
characteristics of such cordlgurat ions.

LANGLEY&RON.AUTICALLABORATORY,
hT-4T10NAL~D1’lsORY (20MJIITTEE FOR ~EROX-.lUTICS,

LANGLEYFIELD, ~’A., .hgust 9, 1945.
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